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As we get into the last month of 2020, I am delighted to announce that we have recently
secured the necessary authorisation to operate as a Gas Exchange as per the provisions
of the Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board (Gas Exchange) Regulations, 2020
for a period of 25 years. This is a landmark development not just for IGX but for the
overall gas sector and economy at large.
Post-authorisation, we have recommenced trading on our platform on 10 December,
2020. We are confident that this will help generate effective price signals, facilitate
efficient demand, and supply balancing. Thereby, it will facilitate development and
investments in upstream and downstream parts of the value chain.
As a regulated entity, IGX is poised to further establish and reinforce greater trust and
credibility among the market participants. We envision that IGX will create an Indian gas
benchmark as Indian Energy Exchange (IEX), the parent company of IGX, has done for
electricity.
As Ms. Gauri Jauhar, Executive Director, Energy Transitions & Clean Tech Consulting, IHS
Markit writes later in this edition, experience in other growth gas markets indicate that
India is now poised for a period of rapid growth. Factors such as supportive government
policies, evolving market structures, expanding infrastructure, growing domestic supply
and a positive investment climate will drive growth.
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Ms. Jauhar also expects that next wave of natural gas demand growth will mirror India’s
economic and energy transitions. The Government’s commitment to deliver 24/7 reliable
power and to increase the use of renewables to 450 GW by 2030 is key to building
reliability. With urbanisation, the role of natural gas in supporting smart city development
through commercial and residential use of piped gas for cooking, heating and cooling
becomes important. In transport, the use of gas in place of liquids has the potential to
reduce both costs and greenhouse gas emissions. Together, these trends will amplify the
pervasive market-led transition as seen in other fuels, as Ms. Jauhar explains.
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We hope you find this edition of Gas Connect interesting and useful. We look forward to
your continued support, as always.
With Regards,
Rajesh Kumar Mediratta
Director, IGX
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REGULATORY NEWS
1.1

IGX Functioning Post Authorisation

Indian Gas Exchange (IGX) has been granted authorisation by the Hon’ble PNGRB to set up and operate Gas Exchange with integral
Clearing Corporation as per regulation 11 of the Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board (Gas Exchange) Regulations, 2020 on
2 December, 2020. Hon’ble PNGRB has mentioned that the authorisation of the Gas Exchange will be in the interest of development
of the gas market. One of the primary objectives of IGX is to have a vibrant gas market ecosystem with all the virtues of a good
market like competition, transparency, robust price discovery and ease of business facilities to the participants. Key functions of IGX
post authorisation are as below:
S.
No.
1

Area
Membership and
Client Registration

Key Points/Highlights
Membership in gas exchange shall be of the following categories:
1.

Trading and Clearing Member: Member conferring a right to trade and/or clear solely on
behalf of its Client(s) but not on account of its own account or on account of its affiliates or
associates.

2.

Proprietary Member: Member conferring a right to trade and/or clear on its own account or on
account of its affiliates or associates, but not on account of anyone else.

Buyers and Sellers will have to get themselves registered with exchange member in order to trade
on the exchange platform.
2

Gas Trading Hubs

Following will be the Gas or Trading Hub, i.e. the location for delivery of gas against the traded
contracts:
1.

DH: Dahej Hub - PLL Dahej Delivery Point (Petronet LNG Terminal)

2.

HZ: Hazira Hub - Mora Delivery Point (Hazira LNG Terminal)

3.

KG: KG Basin Hub - Location/Tie-in point in the GAIL’s KG basin Natural Gas pipeline

IGX will introduce more gas trading hubs from time to time based on the market requirement.
3

Contracts/Products

At present, the Exchange will make available five contracts at each hub. These contracts will have
different contract size in terms of delivery period.
1.

Daily - Contracts available on a rolling basis wherein each gas day shall be available for four
trading days.

2.

Weekday - Contracts available for five days delivery of gas for each Weekday of the Week
starting from Monday to Friday.

3.

Weekly - Contracts available for seven days delivery of gas; 4 Contracts in a Month, i.e. 1st to
7th, 8th to 14th, 15th to 21st and 22nd to 28th of a Month.

4.

Fortnightly - Contracts available for fifteen days delivery of gas; 2 Contracts in a Month i.e. 1st
to 15th and 16th to rest of the Month.

5.

Monthly - Contracts available for delivery of gas for all upcoming Month(s).

Based on the market requirement and transporter’s availability, IGX will introduce Day-ahead/Intra
Day contracts. Similarly IGX also has the capabilities to launch long duration contracts under Termahead contracts.
4

Price Discovery
Mechanism

For each Contract, the price discovery methodology will be Uniform Price, Closed, Double-sided
Auction.

5

Lot Size of Bids

Members can put their bids either to buy or sell in multiples of 1 lot where 1 lot=100 MMBTU/Day.
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Bid Price

Members can submit the buy and/or sell bids as per below: -

2

•

Bid Price and Trade Price in INR/MMBTU on GCV basis

•

Bid Quotation at entry point of Pipeline & exclusive of fees, charges and taxes

•

Price tick of 1 INR/MMBTU.
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Risk
Management

Exposure Margin: Prior to placing the bids for a particular trading session, the Member shall post in
an advance minimum of 10% of the aggregate bid value as the Exposure Margin.
Post Trade Margin: Every Member will pay the Post Trade Margin amount with the Exchange, based
on the aggregate positions cleared by the Member for its Clients.
Product
Monthly/Fortnightly
Weekly/Weekday
Daily

8

9

Buyer Margin –
Ex-hub transaction

Buyer Margin –
Delivered transaction

Seller Margin

25% of Trade value

40% of Trade value

15% of Trade value

120% of Trade value

150% of Trade value

15% of Trade value

Clearing and
settlement
(Pay-in & Pay-out)

Buyer Pay-In on each D-1 working day basis in Monthly, Fortnightly, Weekly and Week-day
contracts. For Daily contracts pay-in adjusted with margin.

Transaction Fee

IGX will charge following Transaction fee from the Members at Capacity Approved Quantity (i.e. CT,
Daily Contract Quantity ‘DCQ’):

Seller Pay-out on each D+2 working day basis subject to receipt of proof of delivery on D+1 basis,
where D stands for gas delivery date.

1. Buy in Ex-hub Transactions: - Rs. 4.00/MMBTU
2. Buy in Delivered Transactions: - Rs. 6.00/MMBTU
3. Sell: - Rs. 4.00/MMBTU
10

Delivery

In case of Ex-hub Transaction, the Buyer has the responsibility to book the CT across the connected
pipeline/s.
In case of Delivered Transaction, IGX has the responsibility to book the CT across the connected
pipeline/(s).

11

Membership
Communication

IGX will provide following trade, settlement and delivery related reports to the Members.
1. Trade and Margin Report
2. Daily Obligation Report
3. Final Energy Statement
4. IGX Fees Invoice

IGX has all the expertise to run a Gas Exchange marketplace and will play a vital role in establishing India as an important market in
the gas sector. It has a proven track record of providing high level of complex and scalable technology to its participants for smooth
end-to-end solutions from trade to completion of the settlement of the trade. IGX will have a robust regulatory system wherein all the
regulatory compliances and code of conduct will be governed by a separate regulatory department, overlooked by an independent
committee.
1.2 Imbalance Management Services
PNGRB has issued the regulations to amend the Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board (Imbalance Management Services)
Regulations, 2016 recently. The highlights are as followsSubject to availability of pipeline capacity and without affecting the services to any shipper, the transporter shall provide the following
additional imbalance management services to a shipper to manage transportation imbalances as per a pre-determined plan,
namely:

Parking Service – This service shall be used by the Shippers to park their gas in the pipeline and subsequent re-delivery of the
agreed quantities by the transporter to shipper, either at the same delivery point or any other point on the pipeline. The applicable
charges are maximum upto Rs. 10 per MMBTU.
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Lending Service – This service allows the Transporter to lend gas to the Shipper and subsequently agree day-wise return of such
loaned quantities by shipper to the transporter either at the same point or any other point on the pipeline. The applicable charges
are maximum upto Rs. 10 per MMBTU.



Netting service: This service allows the Shipper to offsets its imbalances under different Gas Transportation Agreements with
the Transporter. Applicable charges shall not to exceed Rs. 1/MMBTU



Trading service: As per this service, more than one Shipper can offset their imbalances under different Gas Transportation
Agreements resulting into reduction of their total imbalances. Applicable charges shall not to exceed Rs. 1/MMBTU

Apart from the above, Operational Balancing Agreements have been introduced, under which all the imbalances at the interconnect
point of natural gas pipelines are operational imbalances and may be cured only by the parties to an OBA and in case, Transporters
of two interconnected pipeline have entered into OBA, then, Transporters shall consider the two pipelines as a single balancing
network for measuring imbalance quantities of the Shipper who has availed imbalance services from both the Transporters. This
regulation also has provisions to treat a part of income by Transporters from imbalance services as miscellaneous income for tariff
determination.
All other existing imbalance management services shall co-exist along with the above-mentioned new services introduced through
this regulation. These services shall bring in more flexibility for the Shipper to cure their imbalance instead of paying penalties and
also gives Shipper an opportunity to overall reduce its imbalance quantity.
1.3 PNGRB Regulations for CGD Networks
PNGRB notified following Regulations with respect to CGD networks.
These important regulatory notifications will help the end consumers connected on CGD networks to have access to a wider range
of Gas suppliers, which shall lead to reduction in their gas purchase prices. This will enable competition among the gas suppliers,
increase utilisation of existing infrastructure, and foster creation of new gas markets and related infrastructure.
We have enlisted below, key excerpts of these two regulations.
1. Access Code for City or Local Natural Gas Distribution Networks, Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board Regulations,
2020)


The detailed operating procedure is provided under this regulation for the shippers, which sets out the open access capacity
in CGD network, procedure for the capacity booking, provisions for access to 3rd party Shipper CNG/L-CNG stations, role and
obligations of CGD entity and Shippers in day-to-day flow management including facilities, Gas nominations, metering, billing,
Gas reconciliation, etc., various charges to be paid by shipper to CGD entity for utilizing its network, etc.



Total open access capacity of CGD network has been kept as at least 20% of (whichever is higher) (1) The CGD network and
compression capacity; or (2) The maximum quantity of gas that has flowed into the CGD network or through compressors
even for a period of one day in the past. Within 90 days of declaring CGD network as a common carrier, authorised entity shall
determine and declare the open access capacity on its website



If available common carrier capacity > total booking quantity by all Shippers, then every Shipper should be allocated with their
requested capacity. Otherwise, the allocation would be based on the “Highness” of the product of the sum of the entry points
MDQ and the period of capacity booking.

2. Determination of Transportation Rate for CGD and Transportation Rate for CNG, Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board
Regulations, 2020
This regulation sets out the detailed procedure for CGD entity for the determination of transportation rate for CGD and
transportation rate for CNG, which shall be paid by the Shipper to CGD operator for utilising its network.
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•

Transportation rate for CGD shall be applicable to the Shipper for supply to non-CNG customers like industries, hotels, etc.

•

Transportation rate for CNG shall be applicable to the Shipper for supply to CNG retail outlets



The transportation tariff shall be calculated based on the “cost of service” methodology and detailed methodology as specified in
the regulation, with a post-tax rate of return of 12% to the service provider, on normative level of capital employed and operating
expenses on that CGD network.



CGD entity shall determine the rates as per the methodology set out under this regulation and submit it to the PNGRB within
the timeline specified along with calculation model, and then, after PNGRB shall publish public notice for the stakeholders’
comments, CGD entity shall review and respond to the comments. PNGRB, after completing above said procedure shall finalise
by order the transportation rate for CGD and CNG of particular network.



The transportation rate for CGD and CNG for CGD networks which, were awarded through PNGRB’s 1 to 10 bidding rounds will be
as applicable as submitted by respective CGD entity to PNGRB during those bidding rounds.



The methodology as set out under this regulation is applicable to the remaining authorised CGD networks (other than the
awarded through PNGRB’s 1 to 10 and future bidding rounds).

IGX TRADING UPDATES - NOVEMBER 2020
IGX Trade Details in MMBTU
Buy Bids

Sell Bids

Traded Volume

Daily

2100

1600

1600

Total

2100

1600

1600

Product

*Trading updates are available from 1st to 6th November 2020 only.
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Leaders Speak

GAS, A GROWTH FUEL OF CHOICE
FOR INDIA’S ENERGY TRANSITION

by Gauri Jauhar, Executive Director, Energy Transitions & Clean Tech Consulting, IHS Markit
The Indian natural gas market has
confounded and yet, in pivotal years,
surpassed expectations. Gas, a growth
fuel, is now a fuel of choice to support
India’s energy transition. Looking back in
the last decade, in just three years from
2008 to 2011, the Indian gas market
witnessed a step change. Demand grew
over 50% as supplies from the new
domestic deep-water Krishna Godavari (KG) basin came online.
Since 2004, gas imports have jumped from zero to 50-60% of
total consumption. Gas now supplies ~6% of India’s primary
energy, still well below the international average, which is about
four times that level of penetration. Experience in other growth
gas markets indicates that India is now poised for a period
of rapid growth, as it has the necessary conditions in place
for a vision to grow gas to 15% in the energy mix, supportive
government intent and policies, appropriate and evolving market
structures, expanding infrastructure, growing domestic supply
and a positive investment climate. With the confluence of these
key underpinnings of the market in the next decade, there is a
scenario where gas demand can double from the period 2020
to 2030.
Historically, the Indian gas market had been
largely driven by the regulated and bulk sectors
like power and fertiliser, where energy costs
comprise the bulk of operating costs.
Historically, the Indian gas market had been largely driven by
the regulated and bulk sectors like power and fertiliser, where
energy costs comprise the bulk of operating costs. Smaller,
less cost-sensitive, and largely unregulated sectors like
petrochemicals, piped domestic gas, and compressed natural
gas for vehicles have contributed to a lesser extent. Looking
forward, the distribution in growth of gas demand between
regulated and unregulated sectors is on the course to be rebalanced as new city gas licenses extend the reach of gas to
more than 70% of India, supported by the build out of ~18,000
km. of pipelines over the next 3-4 years and new domestic
production coming onstream over the next 3 years.
The next wave of natural gas demand
growth will mirror India’s economic and
energy transitions in Reliability, Urbanisation
and Mobility.
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As in any supply-constrained/infrastructure-constrained
market, current consumption levels understate potential
demand. The growth opportunity of future demand
has attracted a number of players, who are working to
simultaneously expand supply and create demand. These
include more established gas players such as Petronet LNG,
GAIL, ONGC, Reliance, BP, Shell and even more traditionally oilfocused companies such as Indian Oil Corporation Limited and
Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited and newer players like
H-Energy, Think Gas, Adani Gas.
As in any supply-constrained/infrastructureconstrained market, current consumption levels
understate potential demand.

India’s economic transition underpins the energy transition.
The next wave of natural gas demand growth will mirror India’s
economic and energy transitions in Reliability, Urbanisation and
Mobility. These can be classified into three critical economic
transitions groups, held together by a pervasive market-led
transition as seen in other fuels, shown in the accompanying
diagramme:
Mobility Transition
(Gasoline, Diesel, Bitumen, Gas, LPG, Jet)
Urbanisation
Transition
(Coal,
Gasoline,
Diesel, Jet,
Fuel Oil, Gas)

India’s Economic
transition, underpins
the Energy transition

Reliability
Transition
(Coal, Gas,
Batteries)

Market-led Transition
(Kerosene, LPG, Gas, Diesel, Coal)


Reliability Transition – The government has committed
to deliver 24/7 reliable power and to increase the use of
renewables to 450 GW by 2030, both in mission mode. Gas
has a key role to play in delivering on these promises by
supporting peaking power needs, facilitating renewables
integration, and saving cost by displacing back-up diesel
generation. Together, gas and renewables can deliver
cleaner power and a more reliable electric grid. A range of
estimates suggest that Indian industrial and commercial
users currently operate ~72-90 GW of back-up power using
diesel generators. This is significant for a grid-connected
power system of 370 GW. Gas can provide a cleaner and

more economic back-up option than liquid fuels and support
the variability and intermittency of a growing renewables
grid-based portfolio.


Urbanisation Transition – An estimated 384 million
additional people will move into India’s cities by 2050. The
government has committed to building 100 “smart cities,”
under the Smart Cities Mission.

Regulatory developments from the Petroleum and
Natural Gas Regulatory Board to enable a new
framework for pipeline access and flexibility will
enhance the reach of gas for broad-based and
niche applications such as in tri-generation
and co-generation.
This is paralleled by a broader plan of creating industrial
corridors between India’s big metropolitan cities such as
Delhi-Mumbai, Chennai-Bengaluru, Amritsar-Kolkata, VizagChennai, Bengaluru-Mumbai, Hyderabad-Warangal, HyderabadNagpur, Hyderabad-Bengaluru. Natural gas supports smart city
development through commercial and residential use of piped
gas for cooking and heating and cooling, including efficient
district cooling and Combined Heat and Power (CHP) facilities.
Regulatory developments from the Petroleum and Natural
Gas Regulatory Board to enable a new framework for pipeline
access and flexibility will enhance the reach of gas for broadbased and niche applications such as in tri-generation and
co-generation.


Mobility Transition – In transport, the use of gas in place
of liquids has the potential to reduce both costs and
greenhouse gas emissions. At current average price levels,
landed spot LNG prices represent an over 40% arbitrage
advantage over crude prices.

At current average price levels, landed spot
LNG prices represent an over 40% arbitrage
advantage over crude prices.
By 2002, due to an order of the Supreme Court in 1998, Delhi
converted its public transport fleet to CNG and it has since
expanded into 17 states and union territories. Greater sensitivity
to climate change, voice of the National Green Tribunal, safety
regulations by PESO have paved the way to encourage material
conversion of heavy-duty vehicles to LNG.

New market mechanisms such as the
Indian Gas Exchange and the e-bidding
mechanism for gas marketing are key steps
in launching the new gas ecosystem.
Whether the next wave of Indian gas demand is a mirage or
a reality will depend on the agility of the new gas ecosystem
that is taking shape to unlock the potential of India’s economic
transitions. The consumer options will expand as emerging fuel
and energy options such as Hydrogen and Renewable energy
grow in the energy mix. New market mechanisms such as the
Indian Gas Exchange and the e-bidding mechanism for gas
marketing are key steps in launching the new gas ecosystem.
Gas companies will increasingly need to evolve from being
transporters of a commodity, to a greater “customer-centric”
approach that reliably and sustainably delivers services to
unregulated customers with other available energy options.
The new gas ecosystem, catering to the realities of the Indian
economic and energy transition will need to be sufficiently
strengthened and accelerated to ensure gas at 15% of the
primary energy mix.
DISCLAIMER: The opinions expressed in the article are those of
the author. They do not purport to reflect the opinions or views
of the Indian Gas Exchange.
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MEDIA PULSE
INDIA SET TO ATTRACT RS 10,000 CR. FOR 1,000 LNG



S&P Global Platts Analytics forecasts the country’s
consumption will nearly double by 2024 from 2018 imports
due to economic expansion, declining domestic reserves
and the government’s determination to expand the share of
natural gas in the country’s energy mix from 6% to 15% by
2030.



GAIL was a foundation customer at Cheniere Energy’s
Sabine Pass terminal in Louisiana, while it and other Indian
buyers are being courted by developers of new US LNG
terminals that are proposed to start up in the middle of this
decade.



For instance, a developer called Tellurian, has been talking
to India’s Petronet about making an investment in Tellurian’s
proposed Driftwood LNG project in Louisiana.

STATIONS IN THREE YEARS
Business Standard, 19th October 2020
https://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/
india-set-to-attract-rs-10-000-cr-for-1-000-lng-stations-inthree-years-120111900653_1.html










India is set to see investments to the tune of around
Rs 10,000 Cr. in three years to create infrastructure
for using liquefied natural gas as a fuel for long-haul
transportation. This will include setting up of 1,000 LNG
stations as well.
Launching the 50 retail outlets in the golden quadrilateral,
petroleum minister Dharmendra Pradhan said, “In the next
one year, around 150 such fuel stations are expected to
come up in the golden quadrilateral, where the strategy is to
have an LNG station after every 200 kms.”
50 stations were launched by industry majors. This includes
20 stations by Indian Oil Corporation (IOC), 11 each by
Hindustan Petroleum Corporation and Bharat Petroleum
Corporation, six by GAIL India and two by Petronet LNG.
The states in which maximum outlets are going to come
up in the first leg include Gujarat (ten), Andra Pradesh, (six),
Karnataka (five), Kerala (three), Tamil Nadu (eight) and
Rajasthan (three).
Pradhan said that LNG has the potential to take a share
of at least 10% of the total 10 milllion trucks in India. In
the mining sector too, the government is targeting the
conversion of heavy vehicles and equipment to LNG.
“LNG is a cheaper fuel, if we buy more LNG, dependency on
crude oil will come down. This can control global crude oil
prices too, if India reduces its dependency on that fuel,” he
added.

GAIL COMPLETES KOCHI-MANGALORE PIPELINE
PTI, 17th November 2020
https://energy.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/
oil-and-gas/finally-gail-completes-kochi-mangalorepipeline/79254523


The much-delayed Kochi-Mangalore natural gas pipeline
project is finally ready for commissioning any day now as
the national energy major Gail India has completed the final
540-metre treacherous stretch across the Chandragiri river
in northern Kerala, according to a senior company official.



“We have completed the most difficult stretch across the
Chandragiri river in Kasargod district in northern Kerala, on
Saturday. Now the testing is on and this will be completed
in the next two days. Within this week itself gas will reach
Mangalore through the 444-km pipeline,” said P Murugesan,
the executive director and head of Southern region, GAIL.



The pipeline is charged up to Kannur now, and is live up to
Kuttanand in Palakkad district, 90 km north of Kochi since
June 2019 and of the remaining 354 km the line is ready up
to Kannur. Kuttanad is the main junction of the project as
from here the line bifurcates to Managalore and Bengaluru.



The pipeline is a big boost to the struggling Kochi LNT
Terminal of Petronet, which has a capacity of 5 million tonne
annually, but 90 per cent capacity has been idling due to
the delay in completing the Kochi-Mangalore pipeline and
Murugesan said, with the commissioning, the capacity
utilisation of the LNG terminal will go up to 25-30%.

INDIA LNG DEMAND GROWTH PRESENTS OPPORTUNITIES
SP Global, 27th October 2020
https://www.spglobal.com/platts/en/market-insights/
latest-news/natural-gas/102720-india-lng-demand-growthpresents-opportunities-challenges-for-us-developers
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The executives from state-run gas utility major GAIL, India’s
biggest buyer of US LNG that sells to the Indian market,
acknowledged that LNG’s share of the country’s overall
energy mix would continue to grow, considering policy
reforms favouring more gas and plans for new regasification
infrastructure. India’s faster rebound from the coronavirus
pandemic than some other countries also helped.
The outlook expressed during the second day of the India
Energy Forum by CERA Week reflects the uncertainty
about how significantly LNG can penetrate some emerging
markets in Asia.

ITALY’S SNAM TAKES FIRST STEPS INTO INDIA WITH
HYDROGEN, GAS DEALS
Reuters, 6th November 2020
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/energy/oilgas/italys-snam-takes-first-steps-into-india-with-hydrogengas-deals/articleshow/79085433.cms



Italian gas group Snam has taken its first steps into India by
signing a series of deals involving hydrogen and low-carbon
mobility projects.



Europe’s biggest gas transport group said it had agreed
to set up a partnership with India’s Adani to develop a
hydrogen business in India and abroad and use biogas for
low-carbon transport projects.



The group also reached an agreement with state-owned
Indian Oil to work on energy transition projects, including
gas storage and regasification.



“These agreements aim to promote the growth of green
hydrogen in India and other countries to help decarbonise
industry and transport and to further develop natural gas
and hydrogen mobility in a huge market,” Snam CEO Marco
Alvera said.



The agreements were announced as part of a virtual summit
on Friday between the prime ministers of Italy and India.

HOEGH LNG SIGNS A DEAL WITH INDIA’S H-ENERGY
TO SUPPLY FSRU FROM 2021
Reuters, 19th November 2020
https://energy.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/oil-andgas/hoegh-lng-signs-deal-with-indias-h-energy-to-supplyfsru-from-2021/79301882


Norway’s Hoegh LNG Holdings, a provider of specialised
vessels for importing liquefied natural gas (LNG), said on
Thursday it had entered a binding commitment to supply
India’s H-Energy with a Floating Storage and Regasification
Unit (FSRU).



This will be the first FSRU to start operations in India, which
has six land-based LNG import terminals.



Hoegh will supply the Indian natural gas company with the
FSRU in Jaigarh, south of Mumbai in Maharashtra from as
early as first quarter 2021, the company said.



Hoegh said it will allocate one of its available FSRUs
currently trading in the LNG carrier market for the project.



“The construction of H-Energy’s LNG import project is near
to completion, positioning it as a timely gateway to one of
the world’s highest growing LNG markets,” said President
and Chief Executive Officer Sveinung Stohle.

ONGC PENS CONTRACT FOR NEW GAS BLOCKS
Energy Asia, 17th November 2020
https://energyasia.co.in/oil-gas/ongc-and-oil-signscontract-for-11-oil-and-gas-blocks/?amp


Oil and Natural Gas Corp has engaged contracts for seven
oil and gas blocks it had won in the recent bid round. Oil
India Ltd. signed up for the remaining four blocks awarded

under the fifth bid round of Open Acreage Licensing Policy
(OLAP). Speaking at the signing ceremony, Petroleum
Minister Dharmendra Pradhan said with the latest bid round,
the government has in the last four years awarded 1.56 lakh
square kilometre of acreage for finding and producing oil
and gas.


The government had offered 11 blocks for exploration and
production of oil and gas in OLAP-V. A total of 12 bids,
including seven bids by ONGC and four by OIL, were received
for the 11 blocks on offer at the close of bidding on June 30.
Invenire Petrodyne Ltd. was the only private bidder for one
block.



While ONGC was the sole bidder for six blocks, OIL was the
lone bidder in all the four blocks it bid for. ONGC won all six
blocks where it was the sole bidder and also the one block
where Invenire Petrodyne had bid.

OIL INDIA DISCOVERS HUGE GAS RESERVES
IN RAJASTHAN’S THAR DESERT
Gulf News, 20th October 2020
https://gulfnews.com/business/energy/oil-india-discovershuge-gas-reserves-in-rajasthan-desert-1.698886


The discovery of gas in the Rajasthan desert is the first
major stratigraphic discovery on the Indian side of the
Indus River basin. The exact amount of gas is yet to be
fully ascertained. The gas is also easily transportable for
commercial use.



State-owned Oil India has discovered huge deposits of
hydrocarbons in Baghewala in Jaisalmer in the Thar desert.
The search for oil and gas in the Thar desert in recent
years has yielded good results, and Cairns Energy, which
discovered oil and gas in the Barmer district, has started
commercial production in the Mangla oil fields.



According to Ram Lal Jat, Rajasthan’s minister of petroleum,
gas has been discovered at Ramgarh, Jalalwala, Gamnewala
and Gulabwala in the desert. The gas is supplied to the
power production unit through a 65 km pipeline laid down by
Gail.



No other government company, Oil and Natural Gas
Corporation (ONGC), which is working on six gas fields in
the Thar desert, has discovered reserves of 2.9 bcm of very
high-quality gas at Manehartibba.

INDIA’S NEW MUNDRA LNG TERMINAL RAMPS UP
UTILISATION AS DEMAND RISES
Reuters, 23rd October 2020
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/energy/
oil-gas/indias-new-mundra-lng-terminal-ramps-uputilisation-as-demand-rises/articleshow/78827714.
cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_
campaign=cppst
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Having begun operations earlier this year, India’s new
Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) import terminal at Mundra is
expected to boost utilisation from 45% currently to 55%
within four to six months.



Jointly owned by Gujarat State Petroleum Corp (GSPC) and
Adani Group through GSPC LNG, the terminal in western
Gujarat has annual capacity of five million tonnes, and its

current throughput is running at over 2.2 million tonnes per
annum (mtpa), GSPC’s managing director Sanjeev Kumar
told Reuters.


Meanwhile, in order to meet a rise in domestic gas demand,
GSPL will set up a compressor at Anjar in Kutch, which will
increase the terminal’s capacity utilisation to about 2.7 mtpa
or 55%.

INDUSTRY HIGHLIGHTS
Year on Year Comparison (January to October)
YoY analysis of NG Production, Import and Consumption in MMSCMD
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Despite COVID there is no significant impact on NG consumption this year (Jan-Oct)

Sector-wise domestic gas consumption in MMSCMD
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Domestic gas consumption decreased by 7% YoY (Jan-Oct YTD) & Power sector remains the largest consumer of Domestic Natural Gas
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Sector-wise R-LNG consumption in MMSCMD
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R-LNG consumption Increased by 5% YoY (Jan-Oct YTD) & Fertiliser sector remains the largest consumer of R-LNG

OCTOBER 2020


Gross production for the month of October 2020 was 78 MMSCMD (YoY decrease of 8.4%).



Total imports of LNG (provisional) during the month of October 2020 were 105.8 MMSCMD (YoY increase of 16.1%).



Natural gas available for sale during October 2020 was 165.9 MMSCMD (YoY increase of 8.36%).



Total consumption during October 2020 was 160.5 MMSCMD.
Major consumers sector wise is as follows:


Fertiliser (31%)



Power (19%)



Refinery (14%)



City Gas Distribution (CGD) (18%)

DOMESTIC NATURAL GAS GROSS PRODUCTION

LNG IMPORTS

In MMSCMD

In MMSCMD
87.6

78.7

63

105.8

8.4%

16.1%

60.7
91.1

7.7

7.1

14.1

10

Oct - 2019
Pvt./JVs

Oct - 2020
Oil

Oct 2019

Oct 2020

ONGC
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SECTORAL CONSUMPTION OF NATURAL GAS
R-LNG Consumption

Qty. in MMSCMD

12.4

36.8

13.4

Domestic Gas Consumption

19.1

12.5
8.9

18%

18.6
7.1
14.9

13.3

2.6
Fertiliser

Power

CGD

0.5
Petrochemicals

Refinery

Others

Source: PPAC

LNG TERMINALS (OPERATIONAL)
Location

Promoters

Capacity as on
September 1.11.2020

CAPACITY UTILISATION IN %
APR -SEP 2020 (P)

Dahej**

Petronet LNG Ltd. (PLL)

17.5 MMTPA

92.0

Hazira

Shell Energy India Pvt. Ltd.

5 MMTPA

96.5

Dabhol

Konkan LNG Limited

5 MMTPA

25.6

Kochi**

Petronet LNG Ltd. (PLL)

5 MMTPA

15.5

Ennore

Indian Oil LNG Pvt. Ltd.

5 MMTPA

10.8

Mundra

GSPC LNG Limited

5 MMTPA

35.2

Total Capacity
Source: PPAC, *To

*

42.5 MMTPA

increase to 5 MMTPA with breakwater; **Up to August 2020

MAJOR NATURAL GAS PIPELINE NETWORK AS ON 1 SEPTEMBER, 2020
Nature of
Pipeline

Operational
Length

GAIL
GSPL
PIL
IOCL
AGCL
RGPL
GGL
DFPCL
ONGC
GIGL
GITL
Others*
Total

Capacity
(in MMSCMD)
171.6
43.0
85.0
20.0
2.4
3.5
5.1
0.7
6.0
337.3

Partially Commissioned
Length

Capacity
(in MMSCMD)

Total
Operational
Length

8241
3533
11744
2265
2265
1460
1460
132
23
155
105
105
312
312
73
73
42
42
24
24
442
442
364
364
12654
4362
17016
#
*
Source: PNGRB, PPAC; Others-APGDC, HEPL, IGGL, IMC, Consortium of H-Energy; Operating length
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Under Construction
Capacity
(in MMSCMD)

Length
6352
1398
2335
1678
3780
15543

Total
Length

-

18126
2265
1460
1553
105
312
73
42
24
2777
2042
3780
32559

INDIAN GAS EXCHANGE SECURES AUTHORISATION FROM
PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS REGULATORY BOARD
December 02, 2020
The Hindu Business Line

Hindustan
Times
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Connect with us
+91-11-4300 4000
+91-11-4300 4015
info@igxindia.com
www.igxindia.com
Indian Gas Exchange
Corporate Office:
9th Floor, Max Towers, Sector 16B,
Noida, Uttar Pradesh-201301
Please click here for feedback
https://forms.gle/5QNHGac5t5tPvML66

